Heat tracing application
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Introduction to different soft heating cable technologies

To relect the maximum temperatures allowed by the insulaing polymers, the powers of lexible heaing cables are generally between 5 and 30W/meter, excepionally 40W/m and 60W/m for self-regulaing cables. These cables are coiled or
laid longitudinally and in contact with the walls to heat. They are held in place by adhesives or metal strips. Classiicaion
for ire resistance is governed by EN 60332 Standard.
Main recommendaions for the use of lexible heaing cables
Connecions : the heaing cable ends must necessarily be connected to a non-heaing secion before entering the electrical
control box.
Electrical protecion :
All heaing cables and ribbons must be installed with power protecion complying with local regulaions. For self regulaing
cables, the French Standard NFC 15-100 requires a circuit breaker or a GFCI with 30mA magneic gauge to ensure the protecion of persons.
Speciic issues related to current peaks of self-adjusing cables :
These cables cause a signiicant current surge when they power up when cold. Refer to records of cable manufacturers to check
the value.
Therefore, it is important to:
1. To adjust the breaker raing based on that surge (values indicated by the standard CEI60898).
2. Take into account this fact when selecing solid state relays. These surcharges are repeiive when the self-regulaing cables
are controlled by an external control system, we recommend over sizing SSRs, since repeiion of these current peaks limits the
lifeime of solid state relays (See above § for solid state relays).

Series technology

Bare series cable coiled on a
iberglass core

Bare series cable coiled on a
iberglass core with PVC,
silicone or FEP (PTFE)
insulaion

Muli-strand series cable
with PVC, silicone or FEP
(PTFE) insulaion

Series cable with metal
protecion braiding

Series cable with nonheaing return conductor

Series cable with two
heaing conductors

Series cable in metal tubing
with magnesia insulaion

The heaing cables are composed of a muli-strand single conductor, the strands can be straight or wound on a iberglass core.
The electrical insulaion is typically PVC, Silicone, or FEP. The cables have a circular cross secion and can accommodate a metal
braid as a mechanical protecion that can itself be coated with a lexible insulator. Each cable end is connected to the power supply. They are also available with two parallel conductors, one heaing and one not-heaing for return connecion back, and also
with two parallel heaing conductors. They are deined by their metric resistance (Ohms / m) to be calculated according to the
power and voltage, as well as technical limitaions (composiion of the strands, the maximum temperature withstood by insulaion). Their length cannot be on-site adjusted. Models without protecive braid are generally used in the refrigeraion industry
for defrosing cold room doors, defrost and evaporator low, freeze protecion of pipes, valves, water meters, etc. Models with
protecive braid are used for heat-tracing of great length pipes in petro chemistry for example.
Cable ends :
The cable ends must be ited with a non-heaing porion, cable or wires, which may be crimped or soldered, then coated with
an insulator (silicone sleeve, heat shrink sleeve or molding: see pages 62-63)
Use heat shrink sleeves with cauion for wire terminaions if they are PVC, Polyolein or lexible polymer-type TPR coated.
Temperature control :
This technology requires a temperature control system. A ixed seing thermostat, mostly a disc thermostat, can be molded at
one end of the cable in the two parallel conductor versions (see pages 60-61)
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Heat tracing application

Constant watage cable with protecive braid

These lat ribbon-shaped cables are composed of two non-heaing copper conductors delivering the 230V supply over the enire
length of the ribbon.
The thermal efect is provided by the low of current from one conductor to the other through a parallel mesh composed of
resisive nickel-chromium wires alternately welded to one and the other of the two conductors. The electrical insulaion is typically PVC, polyolein, silicone, or FEP. The cables are lat secion and may receive a mechanical protecion by a metal braid which
can itself be coated with a lexible insulator. These cords are connected to the power supply at one end, the other end to receive
electrical insulaion covering the cut.
They are deined by a wats per meter value. This technology allows the cuing of the heaing cable to length, with an output
directly proporional to the length.
It is adapted to maintain a medium heat, because its resistance does not vary as a funcion of temperature like for the selfregulaing cables, and it is not restricted in temperature by the characterisics of the semiconductor resisive compound in selfregulaing cables.
Cable ends :
The cable ends must be ited with a non-heaing porion, cable or wires, which may be crimped or soldered, then coated
with an insulaion (silicone sleeve, heat shrink sleeve or molding: see pages 103-104)
Use heat shrink sleeves with cauion for wire terminaions if they are PVC, Polyolein or lexible polymer-type TPR coated.
Temperature control :
This technology requires a temperature control system. A ixed seing thermostat, mostly a disc thermostat, can be molded at
one end of the cable in the two parallel conductor versions (see pages 93)

Parallel technology, self-regulating type

Self regulaing cable with protecive metal braid

Limiing power cable with spacer between conductors

These lat ribbon-shaped cables are composed of two non-heaing copper conductors (someimes 3), delivering the power supply over the enire length.
The thermal efect is ensured by an extruded plasic polymer conductor, connecing the two copper conductors.
This polymer main thermal characterisic is the variaion in its resisivity and thus its power per linear meter, depending on its
temperature. This temperature is the result of its self-heaing by Joule efect and its heat exchange outwardly by the wall on
which it is placed, as well as the external temperature. The power reducion is in the region of 65% between 0 and 140 ° C (maximum temperature withstood by the polymer semiconductor).
This helps delivering the required power depending on environmental condiions.
This cable is also self-limiing and its power is greatly reduced when approaching the polymer temperature limit, thus avoiding
destrucion by overheaing in the event of improper installaion (overlapping or crossing wires, crossing insulaion, etc). However, one must ensure that, in any case, the temperature of the luid lowing in the pipe does not exceed the polymer criical
temperature or it would cause its destrucion.
The counterpart of this resisivity increase as a funcion of temperature is a resisivity decrease when the temperature drops. The
staring power will be a funcion of ambient temperature. In the case of very cold environments, this causes large surges unil the
cable reaches its operaing temperature. The startup power will be a funcion of ambient temperature. In the case of very cold
environments, it causes large surges unil the cable reaches its operaing temperature.
A variant of this technology called power-limiing uses a coiled composite wire around two parallel conductors separated by a
spacer of constant width. The characterisics of this wire allow a power limitaion as its (.../...) power raises quite strongly with
temperature.
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Constant wattage parallel technology
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Heat tracing application
The power reducion is in the region of 45% between 0 and 200 ° C. (Maximum operaing temperature of the insulaion).
This technology allows the cuing of the heaing cable to length, with a maximum output directly proporional to the length. The
electrical insulaion is usually Polyolein, Silicone, FEP or PFA. The cables have a lat cross-secion and may receive a mechanical
protecion with metal braid that can itself be covered with a lexible insulaion. These cords are connected to the power supply at
one end, the other end of the cord to receive electrical insulaion covering the cut. They are deined by a wats per meter value.
Cable ends :
• Soluion 1: the cable ends can be made non-heaing by cuing the semi conducive black plasic area between both conductors,
over the whole connecion length, which is usually long and tedious. Ater cuing, the wire non-heaing part and plasic
semiconductor cut is irregular and diicult to seal, even with sot silicone caps. Because of this irregular cross-secion, the seal at
the stuing box packings cannot be guaranteed.
• Soluion 2 (recommended by us): the cable ends must be ited with a non-heaing porion, cable or wires, which may be
crimped or soldered, then coated with an insulaion (silicone sleeve, heat shrink sleeve or molding: see pages 103-104).
Important note:
The semi conducive compound (carbon illed HDPP) used in these heaing cables does not have a high temperature resistance.
The use of heat-shrink sleeves on the ends and connecions must be made with cauion and avoid exceeding the compound
destrucion temperature.
Temperature control:
This technology does not systemaically require a temperature control. However we recommend that these devices are equipped
with temperature controls in order to control the temperature values requested by the processes.

Connection issues with heating cables
Overheaing: their presence increases the room temperature. For example a box of volume 1500/2000cm 3 (current size of
housing) will increase the ambient temperature of 20 ° C with just 5 wats of power dissipated inside.
This corresponds to 20 cm of 25 wats per meter heaing cable, that to say a possible length needed to connect 3 heaing wires in
a distribuion box. It is therefore important to avoid this type of assembly, especially when the box has an ani-freeze thermostat
which measuring element is located in the housing itself and is therefore sensiive to its internal temperature.
The boxes in this catalog having anifreeze thermostats have been designed so that the temperature sensing element is outside
the case. However, we recommend to connect the cables on a non-heaing secion prior to introducion into a control box to
avoid internal overheaing. We therefore propose a range of soluions for connecing to cope with all situaions.
Power grid: in most cases, the on-site connecion is made with no available grid. We have developed connecion systems via
screw terminals or crimp, which do not require power.
Cut-outs: they are oten mounted on thermally insulated pipes and covered with a cover plate: we have focused on square and
rectangular cutouts for the mounin stands. They are easier to achieve without power tools.
Connecions are generally made outdoors: we developed wateright connecion systems, achievable without electricity, with
lexible caps and illing with liquid silicone which is room temperature vulcanizing. These caps have been designed to be easy to
ill and use a simple system that allows them to maintain this posiion during the illing ime and polymerizaion.
For economic mouning, when a heaing system is available, we ofer two types of retractable sheaths with intensive shrinkage, single wall for mouning where sealing is not necessary, and double wall, with in-wall fuse,for mouning where sealing is
requested.
Removing the sheath and stripping are ime-consuming: long and risky operaions on oblong cables and in paricular on these
self-regulaing cables. We therefore developed a complete range of wire strippers for these cables.
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